POSING IN HIS BALLOON
Victor Hess, discoverer of cosmic rays, after his 1912 balloon flight reached an altitude of 17,500 feet
University of California, Berkeley

PLASMA
FERMI MAPS
• Repeated collisions lead to heating and to interesting dynamics described by a Fermi mapping
• Simplified Fermi mapping 
withv e = (8eT e /πm) 1/2 the mean thermal speed
LiebermanDPP06
University of California, Berkeley
PLASMA
EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE
• Including the ohmic heating in the bulk plasma and the stochastic heating for the two sheaths = mean thermal electron speed J h = high frequency current density n s = plasma density at bulk plasma-sheath edge 
• Non-local theory (non-exponential decay of E-field)
withv e the mean electron speed
Anomalous regime corresponds to Fermi acceleration
PLASMA
DISCOVERIES OF ANOMALOUS HEATING
• Measurements in inductive discharges (Godyak et al, 1994) • Collisionless theory and PIC simulations (Turner, 1993) • Theory of rf magnetic field effects (Cohen and Rognlien, 1994) • Negative power absorption (Godyak and Kolobov, 1997)
• Measurements of RF magnetic field effects (Godyak et al, 1999) • First plasma experiment (Demirkhanov et al, 1964) • First plasma kinetic theory (Weibel, 1967) • Theory of RF magnetic field effects (Blevin and Thonemann, 1962) • RF magnetic fields (Rotomaks) (Jones, 1980) • First experiment on anomalous skin effect in metals (Pippard, 1949) • First kinetic theory of anomalous skin effect (Reuther and Sondheimer, 1949) 
